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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Please use these cheat codes that are listed below to easily beat this game. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Damage point doesn't decrease        7E0AB5 08 
Burst point doesn't decrease         7E0AB1 07 
Special point MAX                    7E0AC8 2D 
Motor                                7EB712 FF  
Gear                                 7EB714 FF  
Tire                                 7EB716 FF  
Battery                              7EB718 FF  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                About the game 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Mini 4WD RPG made with the theme of the popular "Bakusou Kyoudai Let's &  
Go!!" of the manga and anime. You fight together with Sonic Buster and Beat  
Magnum, the machines of the champion "TRF Victorys" in the 1st WGP by aiming  
at the World Grand Prix successive championships.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                               Operation Method 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cross key       - movement & selection of a character, and steering.  
Selection       - operation explanation.  
Start           - pause and retire.  
L               - before a group change.  
R               - after a group change.  
X               - open the menu and driver change.  
A               - speak, search, decide, BP recover, and driver change.  
B               - dash, cancel, and BP.   
Y               - set mode shift, team BP, and use a race item. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SP - Speed Point 
CN - Corner Point 
PW - Power
DF - Down Force 
WT - Weight 
DP - Damage Point 
BP - Burst Point 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
As a reminder, at the start of each race (event or stage) when the GO!!  
appears on the screen, quickly press the B button, and then press the Y  
button. After that, press both the B button and the directional button (cross  
key) to speed up the machine until that machine reaches the finishing GOAL!!  
line first. Also, in the race, to change over to another member or driver  
of the TRF Victorys, press the L or R button. You can make the challenger's  
machine retire quickly by hitting that machine repeatedly with the machines  



of the TRF Victorys to cause damage making the challenger's machine stops  
dead on its tracks during the race (retire).                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Choose "from the beginning (#1 - counting from left to right)," and there is  
a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                         2nd World Grand Prix Opening!! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 Furin Town 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, there is another scene (Go's dream) as Dr.  
Tsuchiya & Jun teach Go & Retsu Seiba about the basic operation for the X  
button, Y button, A button, B button, R button, L button, right & left keys  
while driving thru the five lap race course. [The driver change with the L  
button! (To the one driver before). The burst point recovers. (The burst  
point recovers with the A button). The formation machine change with the X  
button. (It isn't possible to use it now). The team burst is the Y button!  
Let痴 burst with everyone! Let痴 change the operated machine. (The machine  
change with the LR buttons). Did you recover the burst point? (The BP  
recovers with the A button). The A button recovers the burst point! Let's  
recover it a lot! Do you known how to driver change? (The LR buttons). The  
driver change with the R button! (To the next driver). Cornering is awkward.  
(Steering with the right and left key). When the burst gauge blinks, prepare  
for a killer shot! The B button is the killer shot! However, enjoy the real  
thing of WGP. Let's firmly remember the operation. (It ends with START).  
Let's move the machine. (Steering with the right and left key). Burst uses  
the burst point. (Burst with the B button). Sonic with cornering. Magnum is  
good in a straight line... Please get up slowly! (It ends with the START  
button)]. After that, there is scene at the front of the house. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Furin Circuit (#5 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and then Go versus Retsu. During the race, drive Go's Beat  
Magnum quickly around the racetrack to the finishing goal line with the B  
button + Cross Key button first. After that, press the R button, and then  
drive Retsu's Buster Sonic quickly around the racetrack to the finishing goal  
line with the B button + Cross Key button to win the race with the best time.  
After the race event, the winner earns EXP (experience points) to level up,  
and there is a scene. After that, speak to Brett (the blonded-haired boy with  
the shades who is nearby) - NA Astro Rangers, and choose "yes, I will win  
the race by a wide margin (#1)." There is a scene, and then TRF Victorys  
(Go & Retsu) versus NA Astro Rangers (Brett & Edge). During the race, drive  
Retsu's Buster Sonic quickly around the racetrack to the finishing goal line  
twice with the B button + Cross Key button. After that, drive Go's Beat  
Magnum quickly around the racetrack to the finishing goal line twice with  
the B button + Cross Key button until the machine crosses the goal line to  
win the relay race with the best time. After winning the race event, the TRF  
Victorys (Go & Retsu) advances, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys (Retsu, Go, Tokichi, J, and  



Ryo) get the option parts Astro wings from Dr. Tsuchiya. After that, leave  
the laboratory, and speak to Kazuya who is nearby the front gate of that  
laboratory for he will mention something about an opening ceremony ticket.  
[As a reminder, you need to press the X button to open the menu, and then  
choose "item (#3)" + "map (#3)" to bring up the map to show the location of  
places that are in Furin Town]. After that, go northeast to Mikuni's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go up the stairs on the right into Chiiko's room. In Chiiko's room,  
there is a scene, and the TRF Victorys (Retsu, Go, Tokichi, J, and Ryo) get  
the event item "WGP ticket x4" from Chiiko. After that, leave the mansion.  
[As a reminder, you need to press the X button to open the menu, and then  
choose "item (#3)" + "map (#3)" to bring up the map to show the location of  
places that are in Furin Town]. Now, go northwest to the front of Sakaba  
Mountain [#1 on the Map], and speak to Akira who is nearby. Choose "give  
(#1) to pass the WGP ticket (1-4) to him. After that, go to the Elementary  
School [#6 on the Map], and speak to Umi who is on the outside of the fence  
wall of that school. Choose "give (#1) to pass the WGP ticket (2-4) to him.  
Now, go into the yard of the Elementary School [#6 on the Map], and speak  
to Toshihiko. Choose "give (#1) to pass the WGP ticket (3-4) to him. After  
that, go northwest back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory [#8 on the Map], and  
speak to Kazuya who is nearby the front gate of that laboratory. Choose  
"give (#1) to pass the WGP ticket (4-4) to him, and to get the race item  
fan痴 encouragement. First, earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba  
- Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J -  
Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course  
entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and  
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9). Recommend LV17 for Go. After that, go  
back into Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper left, and go thru the door into the parts laboratory  
room. In the parts laboratory room, there is a scene. After that, speak to  
each of the 5 researchers that are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In  
each of the races, use Go's Beat Magnum to win against the Researchers to  
get machine parts such as batteries, gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This  
can be done repeatedly to get different Venus +3 parts for TRF Victorys'  
machines. To equip the TRF Victorys' machines, press the X button to open  
the menu, and then choose "setting (#1)" + "manuel (#2)." Please ignor the  
elevator door for now. After that, leave the parts laboratory room. [Make  
sure to earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go  
Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution,  
and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in  
Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now, go back to the lower right, and go thru the door  
that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF room, speak to Dr.  
Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a scene. Now, choose  
"Don't hear about it (#2)" + "OK!!" + "Go's Beat Magnum" + "A button" +  
"OK!!" There is a scene, and then TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic,  
Go Seiba's Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber  
Evolution, and Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus NA Astro Rangers. In  
the WGP2nd Japan World Prix - Astrodome, the TRF Victorys will need a total  
of 8 or 9 points to win the race of Stage 1. (1st place - 5 points, 2nd place  
- 4 points, 3rd place - 3 points, 4th place - 2 points, and 5th place - 1  
points). After the TRF Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now, choose  
"no" + "yes" to move over to Stage 2, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                    Stage 2 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                            Mystery of Ancient Force  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sakaba Mountain (#1 on the Map)                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC at the race course entries that are in Gym (#7), Furin Circuit  
(#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now, speak to Jiromaru (the  
boy on the left) to earn some more EXPs to level up Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC (Victorys) at the race course entry. After that, speak to Kai  
Okita (the boy on the right), and choose "OK! (#1)." There is a scene, and  
then Ryo Takaba versus Kai Okita. After winning the race event, Ryo Takaba  
advances, and there is a scene. Then, Ryo Takaba gets the option parts "vik  
protector" from Kai. Now, choose "it's not necessary (#2)," and then Ryo  
Takaba versus Ra (Ancient Force) & Kai Okita. After Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC wins the race event, the TRF Victorys advances, and there  
is a scene.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Make sure to earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu  
Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper,  
J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race  
course entries that are in Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now, leave the laboratory, and go back to Sakaba  
Mountain. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sakaba Mountain (#1 on the Map)                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Jiromaru to get the option parts "mystery weight," and then  
choose "course entry (#1). After the course entry, leave the mountain, and  
go east to Sagami's Model Shop. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sagami's Model Shop (#3 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Jun who is behind the counter for she will mention something  
about her Papa's missing flag. After that, speak to Yayoi who is on the right  
side of the green racing table, and choose "tell it (#1)" for he will mention  
something about the tire place. Now, leave the shop, and go to Furin Circuit.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Furin Circuit (#5 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Erika (the girl on the lower left side of the mini racing  
track), and choose "it suits you (#1)." After that, leave the circuit, and  
go to the Gym. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gym (#7 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Tamotsu who is looking at the race results on the wall. After  
that, leave the gym. Now, go east, and speak to Makoto who is standing in  
front the gate of a house with a green roof to get the event item  
"questionnaire result." After that, go back to the gym, and speak to Tamotsu  
to get the race item "Tamotsu's concentration." Now, leave the gym. [Make  
sure to earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go  
Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution,  
and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in  
Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory Race (#9)].  After that, go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper left, and go thru the door into the parts laboratory  
room. In the parts laboratory room, speak to each of the 5 researchers that  
are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each of the races, use Go's Beat  
Magnum to win against the Researchers to get machine parts such as batteries,  
gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This can be done repeatedly to get  
different Venus +4 parts for TRF Victorys' machines. After that, leave the  
parts laboratory room. [Make sure to earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys  
(Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin  
Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the  
race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit  
(#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now, go back to the lower  
right, and go thru the door that's nearby the exit into TRF room. In TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!." There is a scene, and then TRF Victorys (Retsu  
Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper,  
J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Savanna  
Soldiers. In the WGP2nd Japan World Prix - Savanna Stadium, guide TRF  
Victorys across the racetrack in the order of 1 - Go Seiba's Beat Magnum, 2  
- Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, 3 - Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, 4 - J's Proto  
Saber Evolution, and 5 - Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC to win the relay race  
of Stage 2. After the TRF Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now,  
choose "no" + "yes" to move over to Stage 3, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 3 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                       Proto Saber Freezing Point Fight! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for J - Proto Saber  
Evolution at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym  
(#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After  
that, search the computer that's nearby, and choose "Lets' go, Evolution  
(#1). There is a scene. After winning the simulation machine race course of  
Aurora Dome, there is a scene. After that, leave the room. [Make sure to  
earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba -  
Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba  
Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory  
Race (#9)]. Now, go to the upper left, and go thru the door into the parts  
laboratory room. In the parts laboratory room, there is a scene. After that,  
go to the front of the elevator, and choose "2F." On 2F, speak to each of  
the 5 researchers that are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each of  
the races, use Go's Beat Magnum to win against the Researchers to get  
machine parts such as batteries, gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This  
can be done repeatedly to get different Earth +3 parts for TRF Victorys'  
machines. [Make sure to earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba -  
Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto  
Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course  
entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and  
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now, leave the laboratory, and go to  
the Gym. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gym (#7 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Makoto who is nearby, and choose "ok, it's a match! (#1)."  
During the beginning of the race, the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster  
Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber  
Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) can only start after Makoto's  



10 seconds, but they (all five members of TRF Victorys) will have to beat  
Makoto with the speed of their machines to win the race, and to get the  
option parts "MG coating roller." After that, leave the gym, and go to the  
Elementary School which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elementary School (#6 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba  
- Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) will have to answer 10 arithmetic questions  
correctly in 20 seconds by choosing the correct answers with the Y button or  
X button to get the race item "Principal's voice." [25000 + 12000 = (Y)  
37000, 14000 + 12000 = (X) 26000, 13 + 14 = (X) 27, 19 - 5 = (X) 14, 3 + 5 =  
(Y) 8, 19 + 22 = (Y) 41, 7 + 2 = (X) 9, 16 - 2 = (X) 14, 12 + 15 = (Y) 27,  
5 + 8 = (Y) 13]. There is a scene. After that, go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Go Seiba's Beat Magnum" + "OK!!." There is a  
scene, and then TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat  
Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus CCP Silver Fox. In the WGP 2nd Japan World  
Prix - Aurora Dome, the TRF Victorys will need a total of 8 points or more to  
win the race of Stage 3. (1st place - 5 points, 2nd place - 4 points, 3rd  
place - 3 points, 4th place - 2 points, and 5th place - 1 points). After the  
TRF Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now, choose "no" + "yes" to  
move over to Stage 4, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 4 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                             Confrontation!? X-T-O! 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and choose "Retsu" + "it is decided with you (#1)." [Also,  
make sure to earn some EXPs for Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic at the race course  
entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and  
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now, leave the laboratory, and go to  
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, walk under the arch of the gray racetrack, and speak to Tesshin (the man  
in the middle). Choose "yes." After Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic wins the event  
race, there is a scene, and the Victorys advances.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the TRF Victorys gets the option parts "GP tip  
accelerator" from Dr. Tsuchiya. After that, leave the room. [Make sure to  
earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba -  
Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba  
Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory  
Race (#9)]. Now, go to the upper left, and go thru the door into the parts  
laboratory room. In the parts laboratory room, go to the front of the  
elevator, and choose "2F." On 2F, speak to each of the 5 researchers that  



are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each of the races, use Go's Beat  
Magnum to win against the Researchers to get machine parts such as batteries,  
gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This can be done repeatedly to get  
different Earth +4 parts for TRF Victorys' machines. [Make sure to earn  
some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat  
Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba  
Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory  
Race (#9)]. After that, leave the laboratory. Now, go east, and speak to  
Kurosawa who is standing in front the gate of a house with a dark gray roof  
for he will mention something about the GP tip. After that, go back to Dr.  
Tsuchiya's Laboratory. In Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory, go thru the door  
that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF room, speak to Dr.  
Tsuchiya. After that, go to the upper right, and speak to the Beautiful  
Researcher Kishikawa for he will mention something about his glasses. After  
that, leave the laboratory, and go back to Sakaba Mountain.   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sakaba Mountain (#1 on the Map)                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Jiromaru to get the item event "weird glasses." After that,  
leave the mountain, and go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Kishikawa to get the item event "GP tip BLACK." After that,  
leave the laboratory. Now, go east, and speak to Kurosawa who is standing  
in front the gate of a house with the dark gray roof to get the race item  
"Kurosawa's shout." After that, go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory. In Dr.  
Tsuchiya's Laboratory, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the room.  
In this room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)."  
There is a scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Go Seiba's Beat Magnum" + "OK!!."  
There is a scene, and then TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go  
Seiba's Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber Evolution,  
and Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus XTO Revolvers. In the WGP 2nd  
Japan World Prix - Astrodome, the TRF Victorys will need to occupy the top  
4 slots to win the race of Stage 4. (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba -  
Beat Magnum, Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC, and J - Proto Saber Evolution).  
After the TRF Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now, choose "no" +  
"yes" to move over to Stage 5, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                        Overthrow! The Legendary Machine 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the room. [Make sure to earn some EXPs  
for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum,  
Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1),  
Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now,  
go to the upper left, and go thru the door into the parts laboratory room.  
In the parts laboratory room, there is a scene. After that, go to the front  
of the elevator, and choose "3F." On 3F, speak to each of the 5 researchers  
that are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each of the races, use Go's  
Beat Magnum to win against the Researchers to get machine parts such as  
batteries, gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This can be done repeatedly to  
get different Mars +3 parts for TRF Victorys' machines. [Make sure to earn  
some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat  



Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba  
Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5) and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory  
Race (#9)]. After that, leave the laboratory, and go back to Furin Circuit.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Furin Circuit (#5 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper right, and speak to Fighter. Choose "Fighter! It's  
a match! (#2)." The TRF Victorys (all five members; Retsu Seiba - Buster  
Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber  
Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) will have to beat Fighter  
with the speed of their machines to win the event race, and to get the  
option parts "legendary shaft." There is a scene, and the TRF Victorys  
advances. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the laboratory, and go back to Furin  
Circuit.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Furin Circuit (#5 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper left, and speak to Kurosawa. Choose "OK, it's a match!  
(#1)." The TRF Victorys (all five members; Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go  
Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution,  
and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) will have to beat Kurosawa with the speed  
of their machines to win the event race, and to get the option parts "black  
suspension." After that, leave the circuit, and go to Seiba's House. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the house. Now, go east of the Gym (#7),  
and speak to Makoto who is standing in front the gate of a house with a green  
roof for he will mention something about Go & Retsu Seiba's father, Kaizo.  
After that, go to Sagami's Model Shop. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sagami's Model Shop (#3 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Tamotsu who is behind the counter for he will mention something  
about the Park. After that, leave the shop, and go to the Park. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Park (#10 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the front of the garbage can, and choose "search it (#1)" to get  
the event item "wedding ring." After that, leave the park, and go back to  
Seiba's House. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the brown door on the top left into the room, and there is a  
scene. Then, the TRF Victorys gets the race item "Poppa's voice" from Kaizo.  
After that, leave the house, and go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Go Seiba's Beat Magnum" + "OK!!." There is a  
scene, and then the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's  
Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  



Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Shouyonku Soukoudan - Gonki (Shining  
Scorpion). In the WGP 2nd Japan Prix - Great Wall Circuit, the TRF Victorys  
will need a total of 8 or 9 points to win the race of Stage 5. (1st place -  
5 points, 2nd place - 4 points, 3rd place - 3 points, 4th place - 2 points,  
and 5th place - 1 points). After the TRF Victorys win the race, there is a  
scene. Now, choose "no" + "yes" to move over to Stage 6, and there is a  
scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 6 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                  The Revolution Child who came from France!?  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sagami's Model Shop (#3 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for Tokichi Mikuni's  
Spin Viper at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym  
(#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. Now,  
speak to Ame (the boy on the right with the red mask on), and choose "I am  
ready (#1)." After Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper wins the race event against  
Ame (Les Vainqueur), there is a scene, and the TRF Victorys advances. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the TRF room. Now, go to the upper left,  
and go thru the door into the parts laboratory room. In the parts laboratory  
room, go to the front of the elevator, and choose "3F." On 3F, speak to each  
of the 5 researchers that are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each  
of the races, use Go's Beat Magnum to win against the Researchers to get  
machine parts such as batteries, gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This can  
be done repeatedly to get different Mars +4 parts for the TRF Victorys'  
machines. [Make sure to earn some EXPs for the Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster  
Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber  
Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries  
that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5) and Dr.  
Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After that, leave the laboratory, and go  
back to Sagami's Model Shop.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sagami's Model Shop (#3 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Tamotsu who is behind the counter to get the option parts  
"drakuun'emblem." After that, go to the upper right, and go thru the brown  
door into the room. In this room, there is a scene. After that, leave the  
shop, and go southeast to the International School.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper right, and speak to Diana (Les Vainqueur) who is the  
blonded-haired boy. After that, leave the school, and speak to Tsuyoshi who  
is nearby the front gate of that school for he will mention something about  
the signature. Now, go back to Mikuni's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys gets the event item "Diana's  
signature" from Maki. After that, go back to Sagami's Model Shop. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Sagami's Model Shop (#3 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper right, and go thru the brown door into the room. In this  
room, there is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys gets the race item "yellow  
rooting" from Tesshin-sensei. After that, leave the shop, and go back to Dr.  
Tsuchiya's Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!." There is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys (Retsu  
Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper,  
J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Les  
Vainqueur. In the WGP 2nd Japan Prix - Castle Stadium, the TRF Victorys will  
have to win all five courses to beat the relay race of Stage 6. After the TRF  
Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now, choose "no" + "yes" to move  
over to Stage 7, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 7 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                           Throbbing Love Letter 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Park (#10 on the Map)                            
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for Retsu Seiba's Buster  
Sonic at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7),  
Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After that, go  
to the International School.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the upper left, and speak to Carlo (Rosso Strada). Choose "OK  
(#1)," and there is a scene. Press the B button to remove the menu. After  
Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic wins the battle race event, there is a scene, and  
the TRF Victorys advances. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the TRF Victorys gets the option parts "God's bearing"  
from Dr. Tsuchiya. After that, leave the room. Now, go to the upper left,  
and go thru the door into the parts laboratory room. In the parts laboratory  
room, there is a scene. After that, go to the front of the elevator, and  
choose "4F." On 4F, speak to each of the 5 researchers that are in the room,  
and choose "race (#1)." In each of the races, use Go's Beat Magnum to win  
against the Researchers to get machine parts such as batteries, gears,  
motors, bumpers, and tires. This can be done repeatedly to get different  
Jupiter +3 parts for TRF Victorys' machines. [Make sure to earn some EXPs  
for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum,  
Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1),  
Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5) and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After  
that, leave the laboratory, and go back to Mikuni's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



There is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys gets the event item 6 "antennas."  
After that, leave the mansion, and go to Sakaba Mountain. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sakaba Mountain (#1 on the Map)                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward and speak to Retsu Doll (the red-haired boy) to give him the  
antenna (1-6). After that, leave the mountain, and go back to Furin Circuit. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Furin Circuit (#5 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Retsu Doll (the red-haired boy) to give him the antenna (2-6).  
After that, leave the circuit, and go to the Gym. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gym (#7 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Retsu Doll (the red-haired boy) to give him the antenna (3-6).  
After that, leave the gym, and go to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Retsu Doll (the red-haired boy) to give him the antenna (4-6).  
After that, leave the laboratory race, and go to the International School. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, the Victorys gives Retsu Doll (the red-haired  
boy) the antenna (5-6). Now, leave the school, and go to Seiba's House. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Retsu Doll (the red-haired boy) to give him the antenna (6-6).  
After that, leave the house, and go to Mikuni's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go up the stairs on the right into Chiiko's room. In Chiiko's room,  
there is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys gets the race item "cheers  
of love." After that, leave the mansion, and go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Go Seiba's Beat Magnum" + "OK!!." There is a  
scene, and then TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat  
Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Rosso Strada. In the WGP 2nd Japan Prix  
- Mediterranean Sea Circuit, the TRF Victorys will need to occupy the top  
4 slots to win the race of Stage 7. (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba -  
Beat Magnum, Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger  
ZMC). After the TRF Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now, choose  
"no" + "yes" to move over to Stage 8, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 8 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                          Special Training! Beak Spider 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sakaba Mountain (#1 on the Map)                             
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  



There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, make sure to equip Kai Okita (Savanna Soldiers)  
- Beak Spider with the different machine parts (battery, gear, motor, bumper,  
and tires) of Jupiter +3, and then press the B button to remove the menu. 
[Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for Kai Okita (Savanna Soldiers) - Beak  
Spider at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), and Gym  
(#7), Furin Circuit (#5)]. LV11 for Kai Okita (Savanna Soldiers) - Beak  
Spider. After that, leave the school, and go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory Race. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for Kai Okita (Savanna  
Soldiers) - Beak Spider at the laboratory race]. After that, speak to each of 
the five members of TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat  
Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC), and choose "Of course! Let's start (#1)." After  
Kai Okita (Savanna Soldiers) - Beak Spider wins all five of the race events,  
there is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys advances.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the TRF room. Now, go to the upper left,  
and go thru the door into the parts laboratory room. In the parts laboratory  
room, go to the front of the elevator, and choose "4F." On 4F, speak to each  
of the 5 researchers that are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each  
of the races, use Go's Beat Magnum to win against the Researchers to get  
machine parts such as batteries, gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This can  
be done repeatedly to get different Jupiter +4 parts for TRF Victorys'  
machines. [Make sure to earn some EXPs for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba -  
Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto  
Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) at the race course  
entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Furin Circuit (#5) and Dr.  
Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After that, leave the laboratory, and go  
back to Furin Circuit. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gym (#7 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, speak to Ms. Tamami (Lady Fighter), and choose "ok, it's a match! (#2)."  
During the beginning of the race, the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster  
Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber  
Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) can only start after Lady  
Fighter's 10 seconds, but they (all five members of TRF Victorys) will have  
to beat Lady Fighter with the speed of their machines to win the race, and  
to get the option parts "Lady terminal." After that, leave the gym, and go  
to the Elementary School which is nearby. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elementary School (#6 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba  
- Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and  
Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) will have to answer 10 arithmetic questions  
correctly in 20 seconds by choosing the correct answers with the Y button or  
X button or B button or A button to get the race item "nude dance." Press  
anyone of the four buttons to begin the test. [8 x 4 = (B) 32, 2 + 8 = (X)  
16, 3 + 5 = (B) 15, 6 x 7 (6) = (Y) 36, 256 x 255 = (X) 65280, 95 x 1 = (X)  
95, 5 x 2 = (B) 10, 5 +(x) 5 = (Y) 25, 54 x 24 = (A) 1128, 32124 divided by  



1 = (A) 34211]. There is a scene. After that, go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's  
Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Go Seiba's Beat Magnum" + "OK!!." There is a  
scene, and then the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's  
Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo  
Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Savanna Soldiers. In the WGP 2nd Japan  
Prix - Savanna Stadium, the TRF Victorys will need to occupy the top 4 slots  
to win the race of Stage 8. (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat  
Magnum, Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC).  
If Kai Okita (Savanna Soldiers) - Beak Spider wins first place, it doesn't  
matter. After the TRF Victorys wins the race, there is a scene. Now, choose  
"no" + "yes" to move over to Stage 9, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 9 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Change!?  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. [Also, make sure to earn some EXPs for Chiiko - J's Buster  
Sonic at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7),  
Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After that, go 
to the International School. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and speak to Yuri (CCP Silver Fox - the boy in the middle).  
Choose "ok, let's begin! (#1)." After Chiiko - J's Buster Sonic wins the race  
event against CCP Silver Fox, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the TRF Victorys advances. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the TRF room. Now, go to the upper left,  
and go thru the door into the parts laboratory room. In the parts laboratory  
room, there is a scene. After that, go to the front of the elevator, and  
choose "5F." On 5F, speak to each of the 5 researchers that are in the room,  
and choose "race (#1)." In each of the races, use Go's Beat Magnum to win  
against the Researchers to get machine parts such as batteries, gears,  
motors, bumpers, and tires. This can be done repeatedly to get different  
Saturn +3 parts for TRF Victorys' machines. [Make sure to earn some EXPs  
for the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum,  
Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC) at the race course entries that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1),  
Furin Circuit (#5) and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After that,  
leave the laboratory, and go back to Seiba's House. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, leave the house, and go back to the  
International School. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and speak to Yuri (CCP Silver Fox - the boy on the top right  
side of the gray racetrack). After that, leave the school, and go back to  
Mikuni's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and the TRF Victorys gets the event item "Mikuni's jar"  
from Hikoza Mizusawa. After that, go back to the International School.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International School (#11 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and speak to Yuri (CCP Silver Fox - the boy on the top right  
side of the gray racetrack) to get the event item "Russian souvenir." After  
that, leave the school, and go back to Seiba's House. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the brown door on the top left into the room, and there is a  
scene. Then, the TRF Victorys gets the race item "Mother's power" from Go  
and Retsu's mother, Yoshie. After that, leave the house, and go back to  
Mikuni's Mansion. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mikuni's Mansion (#2 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go up the stairs on the left into Tokichi's room. In Tokichi's room,  
speak to Hikoza Mizusawa to get the option parts "viper wheel MK-2." After  
that, leave the mansion, and go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, walk under the arch of the gray racetrack, and speak to Yayoi (Girl  
Junior High School Student Army - the girl in the top middle). Choose "ok,  
it's a match! (#1)." During the beginning of the race, the TRF Victorys  
(Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin  
Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) can  
only start after the Girl Junior High School Student Army's 10 seconds, but  
the TRF Victorys will need a total of 8 or 9 points to win the race, and get  
the option parts "loose wing." (1st place - 5 points, 2nd place - 4 points,  
3rd place - 3 points, 4th place - 2 points, and 5th place - 1 points). After  
that, leave the laboratory race, and go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is a  
scene. Now, choose "OK!!." There is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys (Retsu  
Seiba's Buster Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper,  
J's Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus CCP  
Silver Fox. In the WGP 2nd Japan Prix - Aurora Dome, the TRF Victorys will  
have to win all five courses to beat the relay race of Stage 9. After the  
TRF Victorys win the race, there is a scene. Now, choose "no" + "yes" to  
move over to Stage 10, and there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                   Stage 10 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                           Confrontation!? The Victorys  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Seiba's House (#4 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene outside. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene, and you will have press the R or L button, and choose one  
member of the Victorys to be the team's representative. Anyway, choose "Ryo"  
+ "yes," and then, press the B button to remove the menu. [Also, make sure to  
earn some EXPs for Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC at the race course entries  
that are in Sakaba Mountain (#1), Gym (#7), Furin Circuit (#5), and Dr.  
Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race (#9)]. After that, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and  
choose "yes." Ryo Takaba will need to win 1st place in all three sections of  
the courses. After Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC wins the race event, there  
is a scene, and the TRF Victorys gets the option parts "atomic booster" from  
Dr. Tsuchiya. Then, the TRF Victorys advances. There is a scene. After that,  
leave the TRF room. Now, go to the upper left, and go thru the door into the  
parts laboratory room. In the parts laboratory room, go to the front of the  
elevator, and choose "5F." On 5F, speak to each of the 5 researchers that  
are in the room, and choose "race (#1)." In each of the races, use Go's  
Beat Magnum to win against the Researchers to get machine parts such as  
batteries, gears, motors, bumpers, and tires. This can be done repeatedly  
to get different Saturn +4 parts for TRF Victorys' machines. After that,  
leave the laboratory. Now, go east of the Gym, and speak to Makoto who is  
standing in front the gate of a house with a green roof. Choose "it seems  
interesting (#1)" to take Makoto's quiz. Now, the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba  
- Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J -  
Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger ZMC) will have to  
answer 20 questions correctly in 60 seconds by choosing the correct answers  
with the Y button or X button or B button or A button to get the race item  
"hot assistance." Press anyone of the four buttons to begin the test.  
(Incidentally, I cannot give you the correct answers to the 20 questions  
because each of the questions will change or rotate to a different one. In  
other words, the 20 questions are not in sequence or order). After that, go  
back to Sakaba Mountain. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sakaba Mountain (#1 on the Map)                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and there is a scene. Choose "ok, it's a match! (#1)."  
Now, the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba - Buster Sonic, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum,  
Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper, J - Proto Saber Evolution, and Ryo Takaba - Neo  
Tridagger ZMC) will have to beat both Goki & Retsuya with speed to win the  
race, and get the option parts "aero wing." The easiest way to win the race  
is to damage Goki & Retsuya's machines. After that, leave the mountain, and  
go back to Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory. (The TRF Victorys: Retsu Seiba - Buster  
Sonic at LV23, Go Seiba - Beat Magnum at LV12, Tokichi Mikuni - Spin Viper  
at LV13, J - Proto Saber Evolution at LV17, and Ryo Takaba - Neo Tridagger  
ZMC at LV21). 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory (#8 on the Map) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go thru the door that's nearby the exit into the TRF room. In the TRF  
room, speak to Dr. Tsuchiya, and choose "end the practice (#2)." There is  
a scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Retsu Seiba's Buster Sonic" + "OK!!." There  
is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys (J's Proto Saber Evolution and Ryo  
Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Eisen Wolf (Michael and Schmidt), NA  
Astro Rangers (Brett and Edge), Les Vainquer (Diana and Ame), Rosso Strada  



(Carlo and Giulio). The TRF Victorys (J's Proto Saber Evolution and Ryo  
Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) will need to win 1st and 2nd place in all ten  
sections of the courses, and a total of 9 points to win the final race.  
(1st place - 5 points, 2nd place - 4 points, 3rd place - 3 points, 4th  
place - 2 points, and 5th place - 1 points). After the TRF Victorys win the  
final race, there is a scene. Now, choose "OK!!" + "Go Seiba's Beat Magnum"  
+ "OK!!." There is a scene, and then the TRF Victorys (Retsu Seiba's Buster  
Sonic, Go Seiba's Beat Magnum, Tokichi Mikuni's Spin Viper, J's Proto Saber  
Evolution, and Ryo Takaba's Neo Tridagger ZMC) versus Ancient Force. After  
the TRF Victorys wins, there is a scene, and at the end of the credits, you  
will see the TRF Victorys' best time results for Sakaba Mountain, Gym, Furin  
Circuit, and Dr. Tsuchiya's Laboratory Race. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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